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Fullerenes, C60 and C70 have attracted much scientific interest because they are exceptionally stable 
and symmetric cluster with low sublimation temperatures that allow us to study large clusters in gas 
phase. The thermodynamic data obtained from gas-phase experiments, such as bond and dissociation 
energies, ionization energies have been studied by means of photoionization 1and electron impact 
ionization mass spectrometric methods.2 The dynamics of excitation and ionization of fullerenes have 
been observed due to the high symmetry of fullerenes, such as collective plasmon oscillation of 
valence electrons3 and interference in the standing waves of the ionized electron inside a fullerene 
cage.4 However, difficulties in acquiring a sufficient quantity of the sample have hindered many 
investigators in acquiring even fundamental spectroscopic information in the extreme UV region. This 
situation is now being altered, for the techniques of synthesis, isolation, and purification have 
advanced so rapidly that appreciable amounts of fullerenes can be readily gained. For instance, the C84 
molecules are the third most abundant species in the fullerene synthesized by arc-discharge method,5 
and hence they can be fully isolated from C60, C70, and other higher fullerenes.6 Determining relative 
partial cross sections for photoions from these fullerenes is beneficial in elucidating the universal 
mechanism of energy relaxation in excited fullerene ions. 

In the present study, we investigated the three fullerenes, C60, C70 and C84, using a linear 
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) combined with tunable synchrotron radiation at hν = 25 - 
120 eV.7 The photoionization yield curves of singly-, doubly- and triply-charged ions produced from 
the three samples were measured, with particular attention being paid to the ratios between the partial 
cross sections for the multiply- and singly-charged ions. The dependence of the detection efficiencies 
on the mass-to-charge ratio was evaluated by using the formula proposed by Twerenbold et al.8 
Corrections of the detection efficiency were found to be critical to obtaining accurate partial cross 
sections for photoionization of fullerenes. The Partial cross sections were calculated using the formula. 

σabs (m, z+) ∝ R(m, z+)/ФnLη(Cm
z+)ƒτ  (1) 

Here, R(m, z+) is the signal count rate of all the ions in a charge state z produced from the 
fullerene Cm; Ф is the photon flux of synchrotron radiation; n is the number density of Cm in the 
ionization region; L is the length of the ionization volume along the light path; η(Cm

z+) is the relative 
detection efficiency of the apparatus for Cm

z+; ƒ is the repetition rate of the pulsed electric field applied 
to the ionization region; and τ is the average residence time of the ions in the ionization volume 
without the pulsed electric field. It should be emphasized that the contribution of the second order 
light of synchrotron radiation was subtracted when we deduced the partial cross-section curves of all 
the ionic species involved in the experiment. To our best knowledge, the partial cross section curves 



for multiply-charged ions from C70 and C84 over a wide hν range are reported for the first time. The 
ratios between the cross sections for double and single photoionization increase with hν and reach 
saturated values of 0.78 at 85 eV for C60, ~1.3 at 100 eV for C70 and ~ 0.9 at 80 eV for C84. In contrast, 
the ratios at 120 eV between the cross sections for triple and single photoionization of C60, C70 and C84 
amount to be 0.14, ~ 0.38 and ~ 0.18, respectively. We can arrange the ratios in descending order as 
σ(70, 2+)/σ(70,+) > σ(84, 2+)/σ(84, +) > σ(60, 2+)/σ(60, +) and σ(70, 3+)/σ(70, +) > σ(84, 3+)/σ(84,+) 
> σ(60, 3+)/σ(60,+).  

Formation mechanism of multiply-charged fullerene ions will be discussed in terms of 
valence-electron excitation to antibonding unoccupied orbitals and/or spherical standing waves inside 
the cavity of a fullerene. This excitation could be followed by Spectator Auger processes and 
transmission of the excess electronic energy among numerous vibrational degrees of freedom. Fig 1 
shows that the cavity-resonance state is formed by promotion of the 3gg or 5hg electron when C60 
absorbs a 50 eV photon. 

 

Fig.1 Schematic picture illustrating the decay mechanism of the cavity-resonance state formed by excitation of 

the 3gg electron of C60. 
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